FREE LISTINGS ON THE SHOPPING TAB

Free listings on the Shopping tab
People come to Google every day for their shopping needs.
You can now reach these shoppers for free in the Shopping tab.

To help you connect with more customers
search results in the Shopping tab now
include free listings.

From 100% ads...

*As of April 2020 in the US; Rest-of-the-world in Oct 2020

The Shopping tab is where
shoppers can discover products.

...to ads and free listings*
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Things to know
Merchants have seen an average >50% increase in clicks and >100%
increase in impressions across free listings and ads on the Shopping
tab - with small to medium sized merchants seeing the largest share
of increases.1 Free listings are complementary to your existing
Shopping ads. Using both free product listings and Shopping ads
together is recommended.

Shopping ads

Free product listings

Shopping ads drive customers to your
website. Paid ads provide tools and controls
to optimize performance, such as bidding
toward your business goals through Smart
Shopping campaigns.

Free product listings drive customers to your
website for free, but with less control
compared to paid ads.

How will this impact existing
Shopping campaigns?

What are the best practices to improve
performance on free listings?

There is no expected impact on Shopping
campaign performance.

For free product listings, you should follow the
best practices and policies for Shopping ads to
optimize ranking. Use all of the required feed
attributes and ensure your product data is fresh,
correct, and comprehensive.

You can evaluate how your ads and free listings
are doing by viewing the free clicks reporting in
Merchant Center and Shopping ads reporting in
Google Ads. You may adjust bids and
return-on-ad-spend targets for your Shopping
campaigns as needed.

Track performance of paid
Shopping ads in Google Ads

All you need to do is opt your existing ads feed
into surfaces across Google. You don't need to
create a separate feed. Separate feeds for ads
and free listings may cause your products to
lose eligibility for Shopping ads.

Monitor free listings performance
separately in Google Merchant
Center

1 Source: Google Internal Data, July 2020, based on A/B test comparing performance for users seeing the updated layout on the
Shopping property vs a control group not seeing the new experience.
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Eligibility
You can enable your products to appear in free product results by participating in surfaces across Google. If
you’ve already submitted product data*, you may be automatically opted in. The more rich product data that
you provide, the more surfaces you may be eligible to participate in.

Free listings on the Shopping tab require rich data to offer
more visually enhanced experiences for shoppers who
are searching for your products.
Take a look at the data requirements here.
Within the EEA surfaces across Google runs through your
CSS. If you have more than one CSS you will need to
select a single CSS, through which to run surfaces across
Google. By default Google sets the CSS with the most
uploaded inventory as the default for surfaces across
Google. You can change the CSS associated with
surfaces across Google at any time.

What is the difference between
surfaces across Google and free
listings on the Shopping Tab?
Surfaces across Google is an
infrastructure change that enables
retailers to submit their product
information to Google Merchant Center,
to show in free product listings, for
example on the tab. Retail advertisers
and non-advertisers alike can submit
their product data to Google.

Check your eligibility in the
Diagnostics page of Google
Merchant Center. You have
access to your eligibility status
for free listings by item, feed,
and account.

To opt out, you can remove your items, feed, or
account from showing on surfaces across Google
by following these instructions.
*as of Q1'19

*as of Feb’19 for the US and May’20 for the rest-of-the world

Reporting
With the launch of free listings on the Shopping tab two new tabs have been added to the “Performance
dashboard” in Merchant Center - free clicks reporting in MC for both online and local offers.

Surfaces across Google

Clicks by brand,
category &
product

Local surfaces across Google

Additionally a merchant can
segment traffic from free
listings in Merchant Center
by product, brand, and
category getting further
granularity in click reporting.

